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Traditional methods of burn wound analysis rely on subjective classification of shape and 
variable estimation of size using the rule-of-nines. For partial thickness burns, where the 
standard method leads to differing prognoses, it was hypothesized that the use of active contour 
algorithms could aid in automatic segmentation and quantitative analysis. Previous work was 
conducted, comparing burn wounds taken with a DSLR to a Microsoft Kinect V2 and 
quantifying an algorithm’s ability to distinguish the region of a burn wound on a pig. Image 
analysis utilizing the Edge and Chan-Vese Active Contour algorithms found the Dice-coefficient, 
a measure of how well a computer-generated trace aligned with a predetermined human trace, to 
be artificially high. It was suspected that the inflation was due to a favorable initial mask being 
provided to the analysis software. It was hypothesized that a difference would be noted in 
segmentation behavior of the two algorithms and that providing a less favorable initial trace 
would not yield high Dice coefficients. In order to examine the effects of starting masks on 
segmentation outputs and measure the generalized performance of these algorithms, in this study, 
we incrementally modified parameters such as the contraction bias, iteration, and starting mask, 
to find a parameter space that would yield repeatable, high accuracy predictions of burn wound 
regions. Results showed a significant difference in the performance of the algorithms and choice 
of starting masks at thresholds for Dice’s coefficients above 0.8 and that choice of starting mask 
shape and size bias segmentation. By developing an automated system to determine the best 
parameter set not subject to artificially high Dice’s coefficients, computers can aid physicians in 
accurate diagnosis and treatment of partial thickness burn wounds. 
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 Every year, nearly 486,000 people experience life-altering thermal burns in the U.S. with 
3,800 of those leading to death [1,2]. With the severity ranging from superficial burns that are 
limited to upper layers of the epidermis and requiring minimal care to deep burns that are 
characterized by necrotic tissue extend to muscle and bone, a broad range of treatments are 
required for burns [3]. Often, the first integral steps in treatment are clearing charred tissue, 
minimizing risk of infection, and increasing fluid resuscitation to prevent hypothermia, blood 
loss, dehydration, and extensive nerve damage, as delays could induce shock and detrimentally 
inhibit the tissue’s ability to heal3.  
 Superficial partial-thickness burns, the area of focus of this study, encompass moderate to 
severe damage of the dermis and are marked by blanching, inflammation, and fluid extravasation 
[4]. During healing three prominent regions develop. The inner most region, associated with the 
greatest amount of irreversible damage and necrotic tissue, is termed the zone of coagulation [3]. 
Surrounding it is the zone of ischemia or stasis, marked by poor blood supply, but potential to 
recover. The zone of hyperemia on the outer regions if the wound, is identified by increased 
inflammation and rubor. The healing process continues with vascular growth, epithelialization, 
and scar formation. 
 Standardizing the assessment of burn wounds, and in turn prescribing appropriate 
treatment, is a vital component in preserving existing tissue and decreasing length of stay in 
hospitals. While current assessment for the burns is largely based on estimations of total body 
surface area (TBSA) as provided in the Lund-Browder charts, accurate quantification of surface 
area, depth, and in turn, severity is subject to interpretation, variable among physicians [3,5]. 
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Several methods have been announced to help in measuring burn severity, but each has its own 
limitations. Multispectral Imaging, which scans the wound across a band of electromagnetic 
frequencies, requires a power intensive and large setup, additionally, it does not inherently 
provide 3-dimensional information [6]. RGB photography requires extensive post processing 
before boundaries and depth can be detected. Tetrahertz laser uses sub-IR frequency to detect 
features under the surface; however, this technology is neither widely available, nor affordable 
[7]. Existing thermal imaging uses infrared (IR) and near-infrared (NIR) light that is susceptible 
to low resolution and external noise. Wound tracking software packages have also been released, 
but most remain as a method of documentation rather than detection. We propose a novel 
approach to analyzing burn wounds using a method of image segmentation. 
 
Image Analysis Algorithms 
 A colorimetric segmentation technique has been used in the past for categorizing severity 
of burn wounds with associated depth [8]. However, RGB thresholding for wounds is subject to 
variations in skin tone, lighting intensity, and lighting angle, limiting it is feasibility for dermal 
segmentation in a variety of clinical settings and patient populations where the experimental 
conditions cannot be replicated. Though different regions of a wound at different stages of 
healing may be attributed to a gradient of redness, glare, uneven scar formation, and variation in 
skin texture make it difficult to identify boundaries required for the various zones from 
thresholding alone. Converting images from an RGB to L*a*b color space allows the creation of 
a grey-scale-like medium, but with variations in lighting to be separated from color. 
 Active contours (AC) method has also been used for image segmentation and is based on 
evolution of a spline, to produce a continuous boundary [9]. In the edge-based technique, a 
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region of interest (ROI) is drawn about the selected object, providing the initial spline. The 
contour algorithm solves a path for the spline with minimized energy of elements within it [10]. 
By specifying a limit on iterations (IT), the deformation of the spline is limited to a certain 
number of steps. The contour may also be biased toward some local minima by a factor, termed 
the contraction bias (CB), resulting in a contour that marks a local boundary. It has been stated 
that providing an initial contour close in form to the object being segmented provides optimal 
results. With Chan-Vese (CV), a region-based segmentation method, a spline is modified to 
include only elements of similar contrast [10, 11]. For visualization purposes, these splines are 
shown as binary masks and the term spline and mask may be interchangeable for describing 
performance of the algorithms. Unlike the edge-based method that outputs a single continuous 
spline, the Chan-Vese method may segment an image into multiple regions, as it incorporates a 
global energy minimization function. 
 
Prior Work 
  This study involves a continuation of previous work, a detailed description of which can 
be found in "Development and Analysis of Dermal Wound Image Processing Techniques Using 
Chan-Vese and Edge Active Contour Methods" by Peter J. Mueller, M.S, and thus, existing pre-
clinical data was used [11]. Images were taken of twelve pigs with eight circular burn wounds 
each and were photographed with both a Microsoft Kinect V2 for 30 days and Canon EF-S 
DSLR for 40 days. To match Kinect and DSLR images, only the first 30 days of images were 
used. A sample of 146 images, covering two pigs, twelve separate wounds, taken over 29 days 
were released to be used for this study. As the Kinect images were taken at a farther depth and 
provided a significantly lower resolution view of the wounds, with respect to day-matched DSLR 
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images, these were excluded from the current study. The motive to do so is detailed in the next 
section. Images from the DSLR were manually cropped to a rectangular region surrounding the 
outer regions of the wound and saved as .jpg images. 
The prior study had five trained individuals draw reference traces for each of wound. To 
quantitatively measure the size of the wounds, two active-contour methods of analysis were 
implemented: Chan-Vese and edge-based active contours [11]. An initial starting spline was 
manually selected by manipulating anchor points around each burn wound image. The spline was 
then converted into a binary mask and then fed into built-in edge and Chan-Vese solvers in 
MATLAB. These iterative algorithms produced estimates of shape of the burn wounds when 
rough starting shapes (masks) were provided, acting as input seeds. From the predictive output 
masks, surface area can be calculated. Dice’s coefficient (DC), a metric to compare overlap of 
two binary shapes, was used to quantify the extent of overlap between the hand drawn and 
computer segmentations (Equation 1) [12]. Literature suggested setting a minimum acceptable 
DC threshold of 0.7. Averaging DC values of output masks based on the initial spline, across 710 
images and tracers for each AC algorithm, found the Dice-coefficient to be artificially high, with 
values of 0.9399 ±0.0397 and 0.9362 ±0.0435 for edges and Chan-Vese, respectively [11]. It was 
suspected that the inflation was due to a favorable initial mask being provided to the analysis 
software. It was then hypothesized that providing less favorable inputs trace would not yield high 







Dice’s Coefficient [11] 
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 2 ∗ �𝐼𝐼1∩𝐼𝐼2
𝐼𝐼1∪𝐼𝐼2
�         𝐼𝐼:𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑀𝑀𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀       [Eq1] 
AIMS 
• To generate efficient algorithms for automatically segmenting wounds. 




Sampling the Parameter Space for Active Contour Algorithms 
As both algorithms rely on a 2D spline as an initial seed for segmentation, defined 
starting masks with known contours were used to test the effect of starting mask on segmentation 
of burn wounds, free of user bias. Circular and square starting masks, also referred to as elliptical 
and rectangular, were generated, and their diameters and lengths were varied in 11 steps from a 
single pixel to the shortest dimension of each image, resulting in 11 different-sized starting 
masks per shape (Table 1). Because the cropped dimensions of individual images varied, this 
ratio of the mask height to image height is referred to as relative height to shortest edge. The 
contraction bias (CB), an adjustable parameter within the algorithm that specifies a vector for 
growth or shrinkage of the starting mask, was also modified in 11 increments. The parameter 
itself ranges from -1 to 1, where values closest to either ends of the range strongly favor 
expansion or contraction, respectively, of the initial spline. Selecting a CB value close to or 
including 0, may not influence the segmentation algorithms.  The number of iterations was also 
modified in 11 increments from 10 iterations (IT) to 1000. The parameter controls the number of 
steps the AC algorithm, with a particular starting spline and contraction bias, may take toward 
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convergence. A multidimensional grid of parameters (2 shapes*11 sizes*11 iteration steps*11 
contraction biases) was then generated in MATLAB 2017a.  A summary of parameters explored 
is presented in Table 1 and the use of the parameters in execution of the code is found in the 
Appendix. 
 
Parameter Minimum Value Maximum Value # Increments 
Starting Mask: Ellipse Single Pixel  Relative height=1 
11 
Starting Mask: Rectangle Single Pixel Relative height=1 
11 
Contraction Bias -1 1 11 
Iterations 10 1000 11 
 
Table 1: Summary Chart of Parameters Tested. Across 71 different burn wound images, varying 
in degrees of severity, total of 2662 parameters were tested for each AC algorithm (2 starting 
mask shapes*11 starting mask sizes*11 contraction biases*11 # iterations). 
 
Implementation for Burn Wound Segmentation 
A cropped 1824 by 1668-pixel DSLR image of a burn wound from the prior study (mini-
pig cohort A-day 28 of healing), was imported into MATLAB 2017a (HP PC with 64 GB RAM) 
and scaled by a factor of ½ (Fig1). To represent the most challenging scenario, Day 28 was 
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chosen, as late-stage wounds provide irregular boundaries. A Gaussian blur was applied to 
reduce high frequency spatial noise and the image was then converted from RGB to LAB color 
space. The A and B components of the image were summed together and used as a lighting-
independent representation of the burn wound (Fig1). The starting splines described in Table 1 of 
the previous section were generated as binary masks in MATLAB. The other input parameters, 
CB and IT, were incremented from lowest to highest values in 11 discrete steps. These inputs 
(AB-image, starting mask, CB, & IT) were automated to be modified and fed into MATLAB’s 
built in active contour solvers, yielding output traces for each of the two active contour 
algorithms, that predicted the region of burn wound. The Dice’s coefficient was then obtained by 
comparing overlap of the output trace, also represented as a binary mask, to the reference traces. 
As 5 reference traces had been provided in the prior study for each burn wound trace, 5 
comparisons of each output could be made to reference traces, in turn yielding 5 DC values, per 
parameter set. The mean dice was used in later analysis as representative comparisons. The data 
was then saved in a summary matrix. The run time for of each parameter set and cumulative time 




Fig1: Image Preprocessing and Segmentation Flowchart. A cropped DSLR image (A1-Day 28), 
was taken and converted to LAB color space, then a starting mask was generated (elliptical with 
relative height of 0.7). For a given value for contraction bias (CB=0), the iterations to 
convergence were increased and the inputs were fed into the active contour function. Predictive 
output masks (green) from each point in parameter space were compared to reference traces 
(magenta) and the Dice’s coefficients were computed. The process was repeated for all 
parameter sets and images. 
 
Visualization of Parameter Space 
For data visualization, Dice’s coefficients were separated into four arrays, corresponding 
to each starting mask shape and AC algorithm pair (Fig2). Mean of DC values were calculated 
across each algorithm-parameter set comparison and plotted in a 3D grid, also referred to as a 
manifold, as a function of starting mask size, iteration, and contraction bias (Fig 3&7). The point 
in the parameter space, henceforth referred to as a voxel, was displayed as spheres with a color 
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and radii corresponding to equivalent DC value by the adjacent color bar. Contrast was 
intentionally skewed in the color bars to highlight areas with mean DC values of interest—those 
exceeding 0.7. Two-dimensional and one-dimensional marginal distributions were then 
computed to isolate relevant trends in the manifolds (Fig 4,5,8&9). Markers were used to 
indicate location of parameters with DC values above a certain threshold. Plots showing standard 
deviation of DC values in parameter space was also generated (Fig 6&10). Frequency 
distributions of Dice’s coefficients were generated in with increments of 0.1 increments, to 
visualize performance distribution for each algorithm (Fig11). 
 
Fig2. Summary Flowchart of Data Processing and Visualization. DC values from comparison of 
an output to each of 5 reference traces are parsed into matrix respective to AC algorithm and 
starting mask shape used, with an element index matching coordinate in parameter space. When 
visualizing the data, the mean is taken of the 5 DC values at the point in parameter space and 
represented as a voxel with a size and color correlating with DC value. In the example above, the 
mean DC value equates to 0.876 and the corresponding color is marked by an arrow on the color 




Fig3. Mean DC in Active Contour Parameter Space from Burn A1-Day 28, segmented using 
elliptical starting masks. CV is most influenced by contraction bias and to a lesser degree, 
increase in number of iterations. Edges maintains strong dependence on relative height of 
starting mask.  
   
Fig4. Marginal Distributions of Dependencies Seen in Fig3, CV. Fifty percent of parameter sets 
for CV yielding DC values greater than 0.9 had a CB between -0.15 and -0.4.  
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Fig5. Marginal Distributions of Dependencies Seen in Fig3, Edges. Fifty percent of parameter 




Fig6. Standard Deviation of DC Values in Active Contour Parameter Space in Fig3. Many 
parameter sets sharing CB values of -0.2 to 0.2 for Chan-Vese also have low SD in DC values. 




Fig7. Mean DC in Active Contour Parameter Space from Burn A1-Day 28, segmented using 
rectangular starting masks. CV is most influenced by contraction bias and to a lesser degree, 
increase in number of iterations. Edges maintains strong dependence on relative height of 
starting mask.  
  
Fig8. Marginal Distributions of Dependences Seen in Fig7, CV. Fifty percent of parameter sets 
for CV yielding DC values greater than 0.9 had a CB between 0 and -0.2. 
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Fig9. Marginal Distributions of Dependencies Seen in Fig8, Edges. Fifty percent of parameter 




Fig10. Standard Deviation of DC Values in Active Contour Parameter Space in Fig5. Many 
parameter sets sharing CB values of 0 or 0.2 for Chan-Vese also have low SD in DC values. Low 




Fig11. Distribution of Mean DC from Parameter Space of Burn A1- Day 28. Parameter sets 
analyzed with CV yield the most DC values between 0.8-0.9, whereas Edges yields the most DC 
values between 0.7-0.8, and none above 0.9. 
 
Acquisition of Parameter Space for Multiple Images  
A subset of 137 DSLR images of burn wounds from two cohorts (A & B), with six 
wounds each, and spanning 28 days were parsed row-wise into a cell array and scaled down by a 
factor of 0.5 to reduce file size and computation time, both of which scale as functions of # 
pixels. Hand drawn traces, represented as 2D logical arrays, from five trained individuals (a, c, d, 
e, & f) were added column-wise for each burn wound. Reference traces from individual b were 
omitted from analysis as several images were accidentally omitted by the individual, and an 
incomplete dataset would not allow for matched pairs testing. Of the subset, 71 images were 
chosen from cohort A for parameter space testing. Images showing progression of wound A1 and 
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respective AB images are presented, highlighting spatial complexity of images analyzed (Fig 
8&9). 
Burn wound images, comparison traces, and required MATLAB code were transferred to 
the Longleaf computing cluster at UNC via SSH. A job was submitted to SLURM scheduler, 
requesting to use at least 32 GB RAM, and about 100 CPU-hours per image. The code was 
compiled with MATLAB 2017b and the output of the parameterization tests were saved to a 
work space on the cluster. Data was then transferred back to the lab computer over SSH. The 
processes were repeated for each image until the parameter space was tested for each of 71 
images, taking a computational time of over 7000 hours. 
 
 
Fig12. Subset of Burn Images Used in Study, Showing Progression of Wound A1. The image 




Fig13. Progression of Wound A1 in LAB Color Space with Lightness-Subtracted. The LAB 
color space of the image (A1T28) used for first acquisition of parameter space is show in bottom 
right. 
 
Visualization of Average Manifold 
After all 71 images were analyzed, the individual test-summary arrays were parsed into 
an array structure for batch computation. As the outputs of the active contour algorithms were 
compared to five hand-drawn traces for each burn image, each parameter set resulted in 355 
dice-coefficients (71 images*5 reference traces). The average of all the DC values were plotted 
in a similar manner to individual parameter spaces, relevant marginal distributions, and standard 
deviations of manifolds were then plotted (Fig 14-19). Markers were used to indicate location of 
parameters with DC values above a certain threshold. Histograms were generated, distributing 
the Dice’s outputs of each parameter setting into bins holding Dice’s values from 0 to 1, and with 




Fig14. Mean DC in Active Contour Parameter Space from 71 Images from Cohort A, segmented 
using elliptical starting masks. While Chan-Vese no longer shows the strong favorability to a low 
magnitude CB, Edges shows a stronger dependence for relative height of starting mask, with 
highest DC values at RH=0.6 & 0.7. 
  
Fig15. Marginal Distributions of Dependencies Seen in Fig14, Edges. Fifty percent of parameter 





Fig16. Standard Deviation of DC Values in Active Contour Parameter Space in Fig10. The 
greatest variation in CV is when the starting mask is a single pixel, IT>500, and CB is between -
0.4 to 0. The greatest variation in Edges is at IT >800 when the starting mask is a single pixel 




Fig17. Mean DC in Active Contour Parameter Space from 71 Images from Cohort A, segmented 
using rectangular starting masks. While Chan-Vese no longer shows the strong favorability to a 
low magnitude CB, Edges shows a stronger dependence for relative height of starting mask, with 
highest DC values at RH=0.5 & 0.6. 
  
Fig18. Marginal Distributions of Dependencies Seen in Fig17, Edges. Fifty percent of parameter 





Fig19. Standard Deviation of DC Values in Active Contour Parameter Space in Fig12. The 
greatest variation in CV is when the starting mask is a single pixel, IT>500, and CB is between -
0.4 to 0. The greatest variation in Edges is at IT >800 when the starting mask is a single pixel 
with CB= -0.1, or RH =0.6 to 0.7 with CB=0.8 to 1. 
 
 
Fig20. Distribution of Mean DC from Parameter Space of 71 Images from Cohort A. Choice of 
Starting mask has the greatest effect on shape of the distribution. 
 
Visualization of Effect of Starting Mask 
 To understand the effect of starting mask shape and size on the parameter space and to 
provide a baseline control, DC values were computed for the overlap of starting mask and 
reference traces and presented for each point in parameter space (Fig 21&22). A 2D plot was 
generated overlaying mean DC and SD values as a function of relative height of the starting 





Fig21. Mean DC from Comparison of Input Mask to Reference Traces. Highest DC values for 
elliptical starting mask occurred at RH=0.7 & 0.8, and for rectangular at RH=0.6 & 0.7. 
 
Fig22. Standard Deviation of DC Values from Comparison of Starting Mask in Fig4. The 




Fig23. Mean DC as a Function of Relative Height of Starting Mask. Highest DC values for 
elliptical starting mask occurred at RH=0.8, and for rectangular at RH=0.7. 
  
 
Fig24. Distribution of DC from Comparison of Input mask. The highest number of DC values 
fall within the 0.8-0.9 bin for elliptical masks, while 0-0.1, 0.6-0.7, 0.7-0.8, and 0.8-0.9 bins all 
hold the same number of DC values (242) for rectangular masks. 
 
Statistical Model for Analysis 
As suggested by collaborators at UNC department of Biostatistics, one-sample t-tests 
were performed on difference between Chan-Vese and edge active contour algorithms (Eq 2&3). 
The null hypothesis was that there was no significant difference between CV and Edges over the 
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entire range of parameter settings, and was tested over DC thresholds of 0-0.9, in 0.1 increments. 
It was thought that the manifold representing the parameter space would have a certain volume 
(number voxels) of parameter sets above a threshold, that was a function of effects of image, 
tracer, starting mask shape, AC algorithm, and a combination of immeasurable errors. By taking 
the pair-wise difference in number of parameters with a DC value above a threshold, one can 
subtract out effects of image and tracer, average the effects of starting mask shape, yielding a 
difference solely due to the effect of the algorithm.  
The effect of each algorithm was measured by tabulating the number of parameters 
yielding traces with a sufficient degree of overlap with each reference trace, and in turn DC 
values above the threshold. The tabulation was then repeated for each image reference-trace pair 
so the statistical analysis would have 354 dof (71 images*5 tracers). Finally, the effects of 
starting masks were averaged, increasing dof to 709 (71 images*5 tracers*2 starting mask 
shapes). A paired one-sample t-test was performed at each threshold in MATLAB (Fig25). The 
point estimates and 99.5% confidence intervals were plotted as percent difference in volume. If 
any confidence interval included 0 percent difference, the test failed at the threshold.  
T-tests were also performed to test the difference in effect of starting mask shape, with 
the null hypothesis being that there was no difference (Eq4). The effects of algorithm were 
averaged in this case, maintaining 709 dof. The point estimates and 99.5% CI were again plotted 
(Fig26). In order to compute the effects of AC algorithms without averaging effects of starting 
masks, starting masks shapes were fixed and t-tests were performed for each starting mask-
algorithm pair (dof=354) (Eq5, Fig 27&28). Conversely, fixing the AC algorithm allowed us to 
test for difference in starting mask shape within each starting mask-algorithm pair (dof=354) 
(Eq6, Fig 29&30). 
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Statistical Model for Comparing Manifolds    
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘 =∝𝑖𝑖+ 𝛽𝛽𝑗𝑗 + 𝛾𝛾𝑘𝑘 + 𝛿𝛿𝑙𝑙 + (𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘,𝑙𝑙)       [Eq2] 
𝑌𝑌 = # 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵 𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃ℎ 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ≥ 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜   
𝐵𝐵: 𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃 (1: 71) 
𝑗𝑗: 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵 (1: 5) 
𝑀𝑀: 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝐵𝐵𝑙𝑙𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝐵𝐵 𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵) 
𝑜𝑜:𝐵𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑃𝑃 (CV or Edges) 
𝜑𝜑, 𝜀𝜀: 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑜𝑜𝐵𝐵𝑀𝑀 
One Sample t-tests 
Difference in Algorithms 
𝐻𝐻0:∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐸𝐸(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘,𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶)2𝑘𝑘=15𝑗𝑗=1 − 𝐸𝐸(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘,𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)71𝑖𝑖=1 = 𝛿𝛿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − 𝛿𝛿𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 0    [Eq3] 
𝛼𝛼 = 0.005        𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 709 
Difference in Starting Mask Shapes  
𝐻𝐻0:∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐸𝐸(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒.,𝑙𝑙)2𝑙𝑙=15𝑗𝑗=1 − 𝐸𝐸(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟.,𝑙𝑙)71𝑖𝑖=1 = 𝛾𝛾𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒. − 𝛾𝛾𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟. = 0    [Eq4] 
𝛼𝛼 = 0.005        𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 709 
 
Difference in Algorithms for Elliptical vs Rectangular Starting Masks 
𝐻𝐻0:∑ ∑ 𝐸𝐸(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) − 𝐸𝐸(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)5𝑗𝑗=171𝑖𝑖=1 = 𝛿𝛿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − 𝛿𝛿𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 0     [Eq5] 
𝛼𝛼 = 0.005        𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 354 
Difference in Starting Mask Shapes for CV vs Edges 
𝐻𝐻0:∑ ∑ 𝐸𝐸(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒.) − 𝐸𝐸(𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟.)5𝑗𝑗=171𝑖𝑖=1 = 𝛾𝛾𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒. − 𝛾𝛾𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟. = 0     [Eq6] 




Fig25. Difference in Segmentation Algorithm from Eq3. Chan-Vese yields a greater number of 
acceptable parameters than Edges except when the threshold for significance is set to 0.1, 0.6 or 
0.7. 
 
Fig26. Difference in Starting Mask Shape from Eq4. Rectangular starting masks yield greater 





Fig27. Difference in Segmentation Algorithm for Rectangular Starting Masks from Eq5. Chan-
Vese yields a greater number of acceptable parameters than Edges except when the threshold for 
significance is set to 0.1 or 0.6. 
 
Fig28. Difference in Segmentation Algorithm for Elliptical Starting Masks from Eq5. Chan-Vese 
Yields a greater number of acceptable parameters than Edges except when the threshold for 




Fig29. Difference in Starting Mask Shape for Edges from Eq6. Rectangular starting masks yield 
a greater number of acceptable parameters than Edges except when the threshold for significance 
is below 0.5. At higher thresholds, elliptical starting masks are favored. 
 
 Fig30. Difference in Starting Mask Shape for Chan-Vese from Eq6. Rectangular starting masks 
yield a greater number of acceptable parameters than Edges except when the threshold for 





Parameter Space of a Single Image of a Burn Wound A1-Day28 
 Mean Dice’s coefficients plotted in the parameter space help to visualize the performance 
of Chan-Vese and edge-active contours in segmenting a burn wound (Fig3-10). DC parameter 
space plot for Chan-Vese starting with either elliptical or rectangular starting masks mark a 
preference for low-magnitude changes in CB (Fig 3&7). In the marginal distributions for CV, 
50% of parameters with a mean DC value greater than 0.9 had a CB between -0.15 and -0.4 for 
elliptical starting masks and between 0 and -0.2 for rectangular starting masks (Fig 4&8). 
 If magnitude of CB was increased, only parameter sets with 300-700 iterations yielded DC 
values above 0.8.  In the marginal distributions for edges, 50% of parameters with a mean DC 
value greater than 0.8 had a relative SM height between -0.60 and -0.69 for elliptical starting 
masks and between 0.52 and -0.69 for rectangular starting masks (Fig 5&9). Regions of high DC 
values were often associated with low SD, maintaining a small variance in degrees of overlap 
with reference traces (Fig 4&6). The distribution of DC values presents modes at 0.8-0.9 bin for 
Chan-Vese and at 0.7-0.8 for Edges (Fig7). While the Edges method did not yield any DC values 
above the 0.9 threshold, Chan-Vese did, irrespective of starting mask shape. 
 
Average of Parameter Spaces from 71 Images of a Burn Wounds  
 The averaged manifolds across 71 images represent the performance of CV and Edges in 
segmenting wounds of differing severities (Fig 14&17). No distinct bands of DC values>0.8 
were noted for Chan-Vese, though the qualitative observations showed the greatest concentration 
of such values shared low magnitude CB. CV also yielded the greatest variation at IT>500 when 
the starting mask was a single pixel (Fig 16&19). Though the dependencies on starting mask 
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height were not as strong for Edges as for the single image analysis, they were still observed in 
the averaged manifolds. In the marginal distributions for edges, 50% of parameters with a mean 
DC value greater than 0.8 had a relative SM height between 0.58 and 0.78 for elliptical starting 
masks and between 0.58 and -0.68 for rectangular starting masks (Fig 15&18).  The referenced 
RH values also yield the greatest variation at IT>800, and CB=0.8 to 1. Modification of starting 
mask size and increase in IT and magnitude of CB decreased the overlap of the predictive 
outputs and reference traces and resulted in lower DC values. While the sensitivity in response of 
the algorithms was not heavily influenced by starting mask shape, apart from the shifts noted 
earlier, optimal parameters often shared low magnitude changes in CB for Chan-Vese and 
starting masks close to the size of the wound for Edges. The distribution of DC values presents 
modes at 0.8-0.9 bin when elliptical starting masks were used for segmentation, irrespective of 
algorithm (Fig20).  Though no outstanding modes were observed for segmentation with 
rectangular starting masks, low variance was observed in distribution of DC values between 0.5 
to 0.9. None of the algorithm-starting mask pairs produced mean DC values >0.9. 
 
Starting Mask Shape and Size in Parameter Space 
 By presenting the mean DC value and respective standard deviations from overlap of 
starting masks to hand drawn reference traces, baseline effects of starting mask shape and size 
were noted in the parameter space (Fig 21&22). Because the generated starting masks were 
independent of the effects of contraction bias and iteration, the dimensions were reduced for 
presenting the data (Fig23). For elliptical and rectangular masks, the largest mean DC values 
were seen when the starting mask had a relative height of 0.8 (DC= 0.887±0.015 SD) and 0.7 
(DC=0.856±0.011 SD), respectively. Discretizing the mean DC from each point in parameter 
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space into bins with a width of 0.1 reflects the influence of unedited starting masks on the 
parameter space plots (Fig24). Elliptical staring masks present a mode within the 0.8-0.9 DC bin, 
while rectangular starting masks have a uniform distribution between DC values of 0.6 to 0.9.  
 
Statistical Analysis of Difference in Parameter Space 
Point estimates and 99.5% confidence intervals were plotted at each of 10 DC thresholds 
(0-0.9) for each null hypothesis (Eq 3-6, Fig 25-30). If the confidence intervals included 0 
percent difference, the null hypothesis was no rejected and no difference was claimed. When the 
effects of starting mask shapes were averaged, CV yielded a larger manifold of acceptable 
parameters than Edges at all DC thresholds between 0-0.9, except at 0.1, 0.6 or 0.7 (Fig25). 
Averaging the effects of AC algorithms found significant difference in starting mask shapes at all 
thresholds (Fig26). However, rectangular starting masks yielded larger manifolds at DC 
thresholds ≤0.5 and rectangular starting masks yielded larger manifolds at DC thresholds >0.5. 
Isolating the effects of AC algorithms to rectangular starting masks found CV to be better at all 
DC thresholds except 0.1, 0.2 and 0.6 (Fig27). Repeating the same for elliptical starting masks 
found CV to be better at all DC thresholds except 0.6-0.8 (Fig28). Isolating the effects of starting 
mask shapes to Edges found rectangular starting masks to yield larger manifolds at all DC 
thresholds ≤0.5 and elliptical to yield larger manifolds at DC threshold >0.5 (Fig29). Repeating 
the same for CV found the same trend, except with no significant difference at DC threshold of 






DC Threshold 0 0.1 0.2 
Null Hypothesis x̄±99.5%CI p-value x̄±99.5%CI p-value x̄±99.5%CI p-value 
H0: CV-E=0 8.83±0.31 8.98E-228 0.41±0.56 3.88E-02 1.01±0.54 2.51E-07 
H0: ellip-rect=0 -0.64±0.07 6.42E-80 -1.23±0.05 9.53E-196 -2.05±0.08 5.50E-209 
H0: CV,ellip-CV,rect=0 0.01±0.09 0.67 -0.87±0.08 9.72E-108 -1.55±0.09 8.40E-166 
H0: E,ellip-E,rect=0 -1.29±0.11 4.32E-107 -1.58±0.07 8.84E-193 -2.54±0.11 2.20E-194 
H0: CV,ellip-E,ellip=0 9.48±0.32 1.63E-237 0.77±0.58 2.07E-04 1.51±0.56 3.12E-13 
H0: CV,rect-E,rect=0 8.18±0.33 5.35E-210 0.05±0.55 0.78 0.52±0.53 6.35E-03 
DC Threshold 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Null Hypothesis x̄±99.5%CI p-value x̄±99.5%CI p-value x̄±99.5%CI p-value 
H0: CV-E=0 1.75±0.53 7.93E-19 2.20±0.60 7.15E-22 1.65±0.73 5.54E-10 
H0: ellip-rect=0 -2.26±0.15 4.50E-144 -2.35±0.27 1.71E-80 -0.78±0.53 4.15E-05 
H0: CV,ellip-CV,rect=0 -1.73±0.14 4.71E-119 -1.77±0.24 3.85E-64 -0.30±0.47 6.74E-02 
H0: E,ellip-E,rect=0 -2.79±0.17 2.96E-152 -2.93±0.31 5.08E-88 -1.26±0.62 1.75E-08 
H0: CV,ellip-E,ellip=0 2.28±0.54 1.83E-27 2.78±0.63 4.84E-30 2.12±0.76 4.63E-14 
H0: CV,rect-E,rect=0 1.22±0.51 8.09E-11 1.62±0.59 9.44E-14 1.17±0.72 5.60E-06 
DC Thresholds 0.6 0.7 0.8 
Null Hypothesis x̄±99.5%CI p-value x̄±99.5%CI p-value x̄±99.5%CI p-value 
H0: CV-E=0 0.31±0.88 .32 0.70±1.07 6.66E-02 1.63±1.20 1.56E-04 
H0: ellip-rect=0 2.09±0.41 1.55E-36 2.88±0.18 1.03E-145 2.99±0.19 4.98E-147 
H0: CV,ellip-CV,rect=0 2.14±0.36 5.79E-47 2.35±0.18 4.81E-121 2.24±0.19 3.15E-109 
H0: E,ellip-E,rect=0 2.03±0.50 7.93E-26 3.42±0.25 2.05E-131 3.74±0.27 3.80E-132 
H0: CV,ellip-E,ellip=0 0.36±0.90 .26 0.16±1.07 0.67 0.88±1.22 4.32E-02 
H0: CV,rect-E,rect=0 0.26±0.88 .41 1.24±1.09 1.43E-03 2.38±1.20 4.16E-08 
DC Threshold 0.9     
Null Hypothesis x̄±99.5%CI p-value     
H0:CV-E=0 1.86±0.75 1.44E-11     
H0: ellip-rect=0 2.91±0.35 1.39E-74     
H0: CV,ellip-CV,rect=0 1.95±0.26 3.94E-64     
H0: E,ellip-E,rect=0 3.88±0.50 2.39E-68     
H0: CV,ellip-E,ellip=0 0.90±0.82 2.25E-03     
H0: CV,rect-E,rect=0 2.82±0.73 2.31E-24     
 
Table2. Summary of Data from Statistical Analysis. Point estimates and 99.5% CI are presented, 





 This study aimed to prove the difference in segmentation algorithms and their starting 
masks on the detection of regions of burn wounds and with the intended goal of eventually 
standardizing diagnosis of severity of wounds. Though there is a lack of a gold standard for 
comparing outputs of the segmentation algorithms and in measuring accuracy, the ease of 
segmentation may at least be increased by intelligently selecting mask shapes, sizes, and 
algorithms.  It was therefore hypothesized that exploring the effects of parameters influencing 
these algorithms would highlight differences and limitations of the algorithms, as well as 
determine if favorability of starting mask affects segmentation. Visual prints of computer 
prediction of the wounded regions, as show in Fig1, seemed to indicate that the Chan-Vese 
algorithm with elliptical starting masks, produced output masks that both matched contours of 
the wounds as well as produced the highest DC values. On the contrary, the Edges algorithm 
with rectangular staring masks also yielded high DC values when compared to reference traces, 
prompting an investigation of the parameter spaces of the algorithms to understand their 
behavior and in turn, gage feasibility for automated burn wound segmentation. 
Parameter spaces for individual burn wound images sometimes showed a preference for 
one algorithm-SM shape combination over another, for example seen in the case of Burn A1-day 
28, which provided the greatest number of DC values above 0.7 threshold when an elliptical 
starting mask was used in conjunction with Chan-Vese, and when CB magnitude was kept low. 
(Fig 3-11). The CV algorithm also yielded output masks that matched the contour of the wound, 
whereas Edges did not (Fig1).  On the other hand, Edges performed poorly in terms of both 
segmentation shape and number of optimal parameter sets due to limitations of the algorithm 
later discussed.  
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While the parameter space of the individual image happened to overwhelmingly favor the 
CV method and elliptical starting masks, the average parameter space across the 71 images 
provided less conclusive results. However, the dependence that Edges had on starting mask size 
was found to be conclusive. Parameter sets yielding DC values >0.8 often shared RH values of 
0.6-0.8, depending on starting mask shape, and quickly dropped at lower or higher RH, a trend 
not seen with CV. When the parameter spaces involving Edges were compared with those for 
starting masks, a strong correlation between RH value and resultant DC values is observed, 
indicating that Edges required a starting mask already close in size to the target in order to yield 
high DC values (Fig 14,17&21). Though CV also performs well when the provided starting mask 
is close to the size of the wound, having a low magnitude in CB, preferably 0, yields high DC 
values. This finding is relevant because when the boundaries of wounds are not defined, setting 
CB=0 allows the mask to converge at higher iteration and does not bias an algorithm to 
overestimate boundaries.  
While the sample size of 71 images may be sufficient to highlight the performance of 
these algorithms, it may also be too small, with stronger trend visible or differing results at larger 
sample sizes. Furthermore, a limitation of this study is that is only analyzed controlled burn 
wounds, that started out as an approximately perfect circle, and is not representative of an ideal 
case encountered in the clinic.  There also exists a great extent of variability in reference traces, 
and in the spatial components of wounds at different stages of healing, to definitively validate 
segmentation of either algorithm. Reiterated by the lack of gold standard, any validation scheme 
will have an inherent bias. Nevertheless, differences in the algorithms and starting masks were 
statistically supported, a finding that may be used in conjunction with observed limitations to 
invalidate the Edges method of segmentation (Fig25).  
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Statistical analyses of the difference in algorithms, often failed at DC thresholds of 0.6 
and 0.7 and CV was found to be better at most other thresholds (Fig 25,27&28). Though the 
reason for this not fully understood, it is suspected to be caused by low variation in Dice’s 
frequency distributions between the intervals of 0.6-0.8 (Fig 20). Difference in starting masks, 
though significant at most DC thresholds, exhibit peculiar behavior about 0.5 (Fig 26,29&30). 
The particular DC threshold acts as an inflection point, shifting favorability of rectangular masks 
to elliptical masks. This may be because rectangular masks of any given RH value, have a 
greater area than elliptical masks of the same RH value and in turn a greater degree of overlap 
with the reference trace. At higher DC thresholds however, elliptical masks yielded better 
segmentation than rectangular masks. The statistical analyses combined with observations of 
trends in parameter space support both hypothesis, that each of AC algorithms have a significant 
difference on segmentation outputs and providing less favorable starting masks yields lower 
Dice’s coefficients. Additional tests have also proved that less favorable starting masks strongly 
inhibit edge-based segmentation and that an elliptical starting mask is preferred for segmentation 
than rectangular starting masks. 
Though the statistical model helped in proving a generalized difference in algorithms and 
starting masks, segmentation of wounds varied across different wounds and even the stages. The 
difference may be attributed to nature of how the active contour algorithms work, effects of 
parameters, the use of starting masks, Dice’s coefficient as a metric for determining 
segmentation, and influences of images in LAB color space. Both algorithms are derivations of 
active contour level set functions, and they segment images through the evolution of a spline, so 
the placement of the initial starting mask plays a large role in segmentation [9]. As the edge-
based AC algorithm relies on local minima, starting masks that were generated with dimensions 
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close to wounds were already biased to the appropriate boundaries, yielding artificially high DC 
values. In the early stages of the wound, where the boundaries were close to an ellipse, Edges 
performed tremendously well and at times outperformed Chan-Vese in yielded a larger number 
of DC Values above the threshold of 0.7. This effect was observed in the prior work and led to 
the investigation of performance of the algorithms when starting masks were not already biased. 
Contraction bias, which affects the growth or shrinkage of a spline, is itself biased toward 
negative or positive values when the starting mask size is smaller or larger than the actual 
wound, respectively. Increasing the iterations of an algorithm allows an overly large or 
substantially small spline to in turn, grow or shrink to the size of the wound, at times achieving 
an acceptable percent overlap with reference traces, and in turn DC value, but not following 
visible contours—a behavior observed numerous times for Edges. Since Chan-Vese segments 
images based on global thresholds, the effect of starting mask size may be greatly minimized by 
using a hexagonally closed packed segmentation mask that covers the entire image, rather than 
selecting a smaller region of interest, which has a user bias. This method was found to work in 
literature for other segmentation applications [13]. 
One of the major limitations of using the Dice’s coefficient as a metric to gage accuracy 
of a predictive trace is that the only method of ensuring a DC value of 1.0 is if the output trace 
perfectly matches the reference trace, pixel per pixel. Because this study pooled the DC values 
from five human tracers, the highest probable DC value can only be as high as the comparison of 
one reference trace to another, and in many cases, this value was less than 0.9. Additionally, the 
binary inputs of the DC equation prohibit the comparison of quasi regions of wounds. While the 
reference tracer may indicate such a region, the two active contour algorithms only provide hard 
boundaries, rather than a probability gradient. This may be circumvented in the future by 
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compounding reference traces, thresholding the desired number of overlapping regions to be 
used in the comparison trace and limiting size of the expansion boundary to a certain percentage 
away from the reference trace. The second limitation of the Dice’s Coefficient is that it only 
measures the degree of overlap and not the form of the contours that define the outer boundaries 
of the mask. Some parameters produce predictive masks with enough overlap with hand drawn 
traces to surpass DC thresholds of 0.7, though they do not have a form that mimics visible 
boundaries in the RGB image of the burn wound. A method of regression may be used to 
measure this factor as it would help to quantify similarities in contours. 
Using the LAB color space largely removes the effects of lighting, but glares, uneven 
scar formation, dried blood, and skin texture affect local and global energies and in turn, 
segmentation. The Chan-Vese method, which is susceptible to these variations, segments a 
wound into multiple patched regions. Though this quality may be useful for detecting these 
regions, these negatively impacted comparison to reference traces, as the tracers were instructed 
to identify a single, closed-boundary contour only, rather than individual regions.  
Given the flaws in both algorithms and in using the Dice’s coefficient as a metric for 
segmentation, data supports Chan Vese as better of two algorithms for image segmentation. 
Convergence is achieved quickly for Chan Vese, when a CB of 0 is chosen, and it has been 
found that providing a starting mask close to the size of the wound further improves 
segmentation, though it is not a hard requirement, unlike for Edges. In order to test these finding 
for clinical application, changes in protocol and additional tests would be required, such as using 






The parameter space was analyzed for two active contour algorithms because the utility 
of the algorithms was unknown for segmentation of images in clinical settings, with a particular 
interest in partial thickness burn wounds. Providing a method of identification of unhealed 
wound regions and in turn, obtaining accurate measures of surface area, would help to minimize 
the effects of bias and standardize diagnosis of the wound severity amongst clinicians and track 
healing. It was then hypothesized that by statistically differentiating the predictive traces of burn 
wounds output from the each of the algorithms, it would be possible to suggest a particular 
algorithm for segmenting wounds with minimal human preprocessing. It was also hypothesized 
that shape and size of the ROI used to select areas of wounds, may lead to differing outcomes for 
segmentation.  
To test these hypotheses, the parameter spaces for the 4 algorithm-stating mask 
combinations were acquired for a single image and later averaged for 71 images. While Chan-
Vese & elliptical starting mask proved to be effective in segmenting an isolated image of Wound 
A1 on day 28, the average response of the algorithm-starting mask combinations made it difficult 
to make a statistically conclusive argument on feasibility of one pair over another for segmenting 
all other tested images. However, the difference between Chan-Vese and edge-based active 
contour algorithms proved to be significant at DC thresholds of 0.8 and 0.9 and literature 
suggests any comparison with a DC above 0.7 is deemed optimal. Choice of starting mask for 
segmentation also yielded a significant difference. Though there is no gold standard for 
automatic burn wound segmentation, understanding the strengths and limitation for existing 
techniques proves to be a valuable step. Further work using uncontrolled burn wounds, 
categorizing results by stages of burn wounds, using reference traces of different zones of 
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wounds obtained from clinicians, and additionally applying a regression-based metric to analyze 
contours may help to validate use of one algorithm over another. Machine learning may also help 
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Additional Marginal Distributions 
 
  













   



















Fig37. Two-Dimensional Marginal Distributions of Data in Fig17. 













%Obtain parameter space using AC on single image 
running = 1; 
tstart=cputime; 
%Data Location to load hand drawn reference traces a-f 







%script to iterate through parameters 
while running 
     %Load File 
    [f,p]=uigetfile(strcat(p,'*.png')); 
    [fa,pta]=uigetfile(strcat(pta,'*.png')); 
    [fb,ptb]=uigetfile(strcat(ptb,'*.png')); 
    [fc,ptc]=uigetfile(strcat(ptc,'*.png')); 
    [fd,ptd]=uigetfile(strcat(ptd,'*.png')); 
    [fe,pte]=uigetfile(strcat(pte,'*.png')); 
    [ff,ptf]=uigetfile(strcat(ptf,'*.png')); 
    imagingfactor=.5;%to reduce file size and computational  
    %time, rescale image and traces by 0.5 
    imagepre = imread([p f]); 
    image=imresize(imagepre,imagingfactor); 
    traceapre = imread([pta fa]); 
    tracea=imresize(traceapre,imagingfactor); 
    tracebpre = imread([ptb fb]); 
    traceb=imresize(tracebpre,imagingfactor); 
    tracecpre = imread([ptc fc]); 
    tracec=imresize(tracecpre,imagingfactor); 
    tracedpre = imread([ptd fd]); 
    traced=imresize(tracedpre,imagingfactor); 
    traceepre = imread([pte fe]); 
    tracee=imresize(traceepre,imagingfactor); 
    tracefpre = imread([ptf ff]); 
    tracef=imresize(tracefpre,imagingfactor); 
     
    %display image and all traces 
    subplot(2,4,[1,5]) 
    imshow(image) 
    title('Image') 
    subplot(2,4,2) 
    imshowpair(image,tracea) 
    title('Trace A') 
    subplot(2,4,3) 
    imshowpair(image,traceb) 
    title('Trace B') 
    subplot(2,4,4) 
    imshowpair(image,tracec) 
    title('Trace C') 
    subplot(2,4,6) 
    imshowpair(image,traced) 
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    title('Trace D') 
    subplot(2,4,7) 
    imshowpair(image,tracee) 
    title('Trace E') 
    subplot(2,4,8) 
    imshowpair(image,tracef) 
    title('Trace F') 
    set(gcf, 'Position', get(0,'Screensize')); 
     
    filename = (inputdlg('Whats the name?')); %common name     
    %for files output from tests  
    name = filename{1}; 
    set(gcf,'numbertitle','off','name',name); 
     
    %Declare parameters 
    n=11; %11 increments 
    tests=4; %4 parameters being changed 
     
    %Use image size to find smallest dimensions 
    dim=size(image); %get size of image 
    %half height of generated mask is half of smallest  
%dimension 
    if dim(2)>dim(1) 
        halfheight=linspace(1,dim(1)/2,n);%split parameter  
%into n increments 
    else 
        halfheight=linspace(1,dim(2)/2,n);%split parameter  
%into n increments 
    end 
     
    iterations=linspace(10,1000,n);%split parameter into n  
%increments 
    conbiases=linspace(-1,1,n);%split parameter into n  
%increments 
    shapes=['r', 'e'];% possible shapes for starting mask  
%are rectangle or ellipse 
    testparams=cat(tests-1, halfheight, iterations, conbiases);  
% parse parameters into single array  
    testsummary{(n^(tests-1)*2),5}=[];% preallocate test matrix 
     
    i=0;%row index for storing data 
    for h=1:n %iterate through half heights from 1:11th element  
        for it=1:n %iterate through # iterations from 1:11th  
%element 
            for cb=1:n %iterate through contraction bias from  
%1:11th element 
               for cs=1:2 % iterate through two shapes for  
%starting masks 
                   tic %start time for parameter 
                   i=i+1; %increment row index 
                    
                   %select parameters from testparams array 
                   cr=testparams(1,h,1);  
                   cit=fix(testparams(1,it,2)); 
                   ccb=testparams(1,cb,3); 
                   shape=shapes(cs); 
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                   output = dslr_autoac(image,shape,cr,cit,ccb);  
%use function to output predictive mask when  
%using provided parameters   
                    
                   %compare output mask from chan-vese to  
%reference traces 
                   cva=(dice(output.chan_vese_mask,tracea)); 
                   cvb=(dice(output.chan_vese_mask,traceb)); 
                   cvc=(dice(output.chan_vese_mask,tracec)); 
                   cvd=(dice(output.chan_vese_mask,traced)); 
                   cve=(dice(output.chan_vese_mask,tracee)); 
                   cvf=(dice(output.chan_vese_mask,tracef)); 
                   %compare output mask from edge to reference  
%traces 
                   ea=(dice(output.edge_mask,tracea)); 
                   eb=(dice(output.edge_mask,traceb)); 
                   ec=(dice(output.edge_mask,tracec)); 
                   ed=(dice(output.edge_mask,traced)); 
                   ee=(dice(output.edge_mask,tracee)); 
                   ef=(dice(output.edge_mask,tracef)); 
                    
                   %provide user feedback of percent done 
                   disp(strcat(num2str(i/(n^(tests-1)*2)*100),… 
' percent done.')) 
                   disp(strcat('Time since start: ',…  
num2str(cputime-tstart))) 
                   disp(strcat('Time of parameter ',num2str(i),… 
' of ', num2str(n^(tests-1)*2),' is ',… 
num2str(toc))) 
                    
                   %save test summary matrix or create if does  
%not exist 
                   save(sprintf(['D:/Image_Analysis/Data/',… 
name 'testsummary.mat']),'testsummary');  
                   %create custom name for parameter 
                   
newname=strcat(name,'_',print_paramnamelab(fix(cit),c
cb)); 
                    
                   %create a figure summarizing outputs 
                   subplot(2,3,1) 
                   imshow(image) 
                   title('Cropped Image') 
                   subplot(2,3,2) 
                   imshowpair(image,tracea) 
                   title('Trace A') 
                   subplot(2,3,3) 
                   imshowpair(image,output.edge_mask) 
                   title(strcat('Edge', {' '},string(ea))) 
                   subplot(2,3,5) 
                   imshowpair(image,compmask) 
                   title('Comp Mask') 
                   subplot(2,3,4) 
                   imshow(outputa.lab,[-10 100]) 
                   title('LAB') 
                   subplot(2,3,6) 
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                   imshowpair(image,output.chan_vese_mask) 
                   title(strcat('Chan-Vese', {' '},string(cva))) 
                   set(gcf,'numbertitle','off','name',newname); 
                   print(strcat(newname,'trca'),'-dpng'); 
                    
                   %record all dice's coefficients in an array 
                   dices=[cva cvb cvc cvd cve cvf ea eb ec ed,…  
ee ef]; 
                   time=toc; 
                    
                   %record values in test summary matrix 
                   testsummary{i,1}=newname; 
                   parameters=[cit ccb]; 
                   testsummary{i,2}=(parameters); 
                   testsummary{i,3}=(dices); 
                   %record time for run and time since start 
                   testsummary{i,4}=(time); 
                   testsummary{i,5}=(cputime-tstart); 
               end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    %save test summary matrix 
    save(sprintf(['D:/Image_Analysis/Data/' name,…  
'testsummary.mat']),'testsummary'); 









%Obtain parameter space using AC on multiple images on cluster 
  








load 'allwoundsfp5.mat' % load preprocessed matrix %containing all images 
%and traces 
endimage=71; %select end image 
tstart=cputime; 
for row=1:endimage %generate parameter space for all  
%selected images 
     %Load File 
    name=allwounds{row,1}; %obtain name of image 
    image=allwounds{row,2}; %obtain scaled image 
     
    %obtain traces, b is skipped because data is incomplete 
    tracea=allwounds{row,3}; 
    tracec=allwounds{row,5}; 
    traced=allwounds{row,6}; 
    tracee=allwounds{row,7}; 
    tracef=allwounds{row,8}; 
     
    %Declare parameters 
    n=11;%11 increments 
    tests=4;%shape, half-height ,iteration, cont. bias 
     
    %Use image size to find smallest dimensions 
    dim=size(image); %get size of image 
    %half height of generated mask is half of smallest  
%dimension 
     
    %split parameters to increments 
    if dim(2)>dim(1) 
        halfheight=linspace(1,dim(1)/2,n); 
    else 
        halfheight=linspace(1,dim(2)/2,n); 
    end 
    iterations=linspace(10,1000,n); 
    conbiases=linspace(-1,1,n); 
    shapes=['r', 'e']; % possible shapes for starting mask  
%are rectangle or ellipse 
     
    % parse parameters into single array 
    testparams=cat(tests-1, halfheight, iterations, conbiases); 
    testsummary{(n^(tests-1)*2),5}=[];%preallocating memory 
    i=0; %row index for storing data 
    %running test, incrementally reading from parameter matrix 
    for h=1:n %iterate through half heights from 1:11th element  
        for it=1:n %iterate through # iterations from 1:11th  
  %element 
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            for cb=1:n %iterate through contraction bias from   
%1:11th element 
               for cs=1:2 % iterate through two shapes for  
%starting masks 
                   tic %start time for parameter 
                   i=i+1; %increment row index 
                    
                   %select parameters from testparams array 
                   cr=testparams(1,h,1); 
                   cit=fix(testparams(1,it,2)); 
                   ccb=testparams(1,cb,3); 
                   shape=shapes(cs); 
                    
                    
                   output = dslr_transfer(image,shape,cr,cit,… 
ccb);%use  
                   %function to output predictive mask when  
%using provided parameters   
                    
                   %compare output mask from chan-vese to  
%reference traces 
                   cvea=(dice(output.cve,tracea)); 
                   cvec=(dice(output.cve,tracec)); 
                   cved=(dice(output.cve,traced)); 
                   cvee=(dice(output.cve,tracee)); 
                   cvef=(dice(output.cve,tracef)); 
                   %compare output mask from edge to reference  
%traces 
                   ecva=(dice(output.cve,tracea)); 
                   ecvc=(dice(output.ecv,tracec)); 
                   ecvd=(dice(output.ecv,traced)); 
                   ecve=(dice(output.ecv,tracee)); 
                   ecvf=(dice(output.ecv,tracef)); 
                    
                   %provide user feedback of percent done 
                   disp(strcat(num2str(i/(n^(tests-1)*2)*100),… 
' percent done.')) 
                   disp(strcat('Time since start: ',… 
num2str(cputime-tstart))) 
                   disp(strcat('Time of parameter ',num2str(i),… 
' of ', num2str(n^(tests-1)*2),' is ',… 
 num2str(toc))) 
                    







ccb));%creating custom %file name 
  
                   %provide user feedback of percent done 
                   dices=[cvea cvec cved cvee cvef ecva ecvc,… 
ecvd ecve ecvf]; 
                    
                   %record values in test summary matrix 
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                   testsummary{i,1}=newname;%updating test  
%summary 
                   parameters=[cs cr ccb cit]; 
                   testsummary{i,2}=(parameters); 
                   testsummary{i,3}=(dices); 
                   time=toc; 
                   testsummary{i,4}=(time); 
                   testsummary{i,5}=(cputime-tstart); 
                    
                   %save test summary matrix or create if does  
%not exist 
                   save(sprintf(['/pine/scr/s/a/saisurej/',… 
name 'testsummary.mat']),'testsummary'); 
               end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    save(sprintf(['/pine/scr/s/a/saisurej/' name,…  
'testsummary.mat']),'testsummary'); 








function output = dslr_autoac (cimage,shape,cr,cit,ccb) 
%Performm AC Analysis on DSLR images 
  




m = simplifymask(dim2,shape,x0,y0,cr); %function creates mask 
 
%Run AC Methods 
[oc,oe,lab]=autoACmain(cimage,m,cit,ccb); %function parses %inputs AC 
%algorithm 
 




function [outputc,outpute,img_ab] = 
autoACmain(oimage,mask,iterations,conbias) 
%Runs the Chan Vese and Edge Active Contour Method 
 
%Apply a blur 
image=imgaussfilt(oimage); 












se = strel('disk',3); 
coutput = imclose(coutput,se); 
outpute = imclose(eoutput,se);  









function mask = simplifymask(dim2,shape,x0,y0,hh ) 
%Generates masks based on image dimensions, shape, center point, %and half-
height  
mask= zeros(dim2(1), dim2(2)); 
switch shape %selects for shape 
case 'r' %if selected mask shape is rectangular define  
%offset about center of image for start and end of mask 
        cw=hh; 
        ch=hh; 
        %define starting and ending coordinates 
        strx=x0-cw; 
        stry=y0-ch; 
        endx=x0+cw; 
        endy=y0+ch; 
        %create binary mask by setting inside pixels to 1 
        for x=1:dim2(2) 
            for y=1:dim2(1) 
                if x> strx-2 && x< endx+2 && y> stry-2 && y<endy+2 
                    mask(y,x)=1; 
                else  
                    mask(y,x)=0; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    case 'e' %if selected mask shape is ellipse 
        for x=1:dim2(2) 
            for y=1:dim2(1) 
                %choose starting coordinates 
                strx=x0-hh; 
                endx=x0+hh; 
                %create binary mask by setting inside pixels to  
%1 
                if x> strx-2 && x< endx+2 && y< (sqrt(hh^2-(x-x0)^2)+y0)+2 && 
y>(-sqrt(hh^2-(x-x0)^2)+y0)-2 
                    mask(y,x)=1; 
                else  
                    mask(y,x)=0; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
         
    otherwise 





function output = dice(mask1, mask2) 
%Obtained from Prior Work [12] 
%Perform Dice's Coefficient Analysis on Two Masks 
%Checks to make sure masks are the same size 
 
if size(mask1)~= size(mask2)  
    output=NaN; 
else 






%Plots dices coefficients in 3D parameter space 
clear 
clc 
loading=1; %load preprocess file containing test summaries 
if loading==1 
    load allwoundsfp5_w_testsummary; 
end 
%% 




alpha=0; %if user wants to display only parameters with DC above %alpha 
  












%Mean DC yielded by parameter will be computed by iterating %through each 
parameter 
for row=1:sz(1) 
     
    if isempty(testsummary{row,1})==0 %checks if value exists at  
%that location (parameter) 
  
        if (testsummary{row,2}(1)==1)% check of data at row is  
            %for rectanglular starting mask 
            
           %create variables for running averages 
           runningavgrcv=0; 
           runningavgre=0; 
           runningavgstdrcv=0; 
           runningavgstdre=0; 
            
           %increment indexes 
           rcvcounter=rcvcounter+1; 
           recounter=recounter+1; 
            
           %empty arrays for holding mean dices coefficients 
           rcv=[]; 
           re=[]; 
           for imagemat=imnumlow:imnum %collect and average DC  
%for images 1:71  
                testsummary=allwounds{imagemat,9}; %obtain test  
%summary  




                shape=testsummary{row,2}(1); %obtain shape of  
%trace 
                hh=testsummary{row,2}(2); %obtain half-height of  
%trace 
                 
                %obtain reference traces, omitting b because  
%data is incomplete 
                tracea=allwounds{imagemat,3}; 
                tracec=allwounds{imagemat,5}; 
                traced=allwounds{imagemat,6}; 
                tracee=allwounds{imagemat,7}; 
                tracef=allwounds{imagemat,8}; 
                 
                %collect DC values for CV and edge algorithms 
                rcv=cat(2,rcv,input_dice(dim, shape, 
hh, tracea,… 
tracec, traced,tracee,tracef)); 
                re=cat(2,re,input_dice(dim, shape, hh, tracea,…  
tracec,traced,tracee,tracef)); 
           end 
           %compute and store running averages and standard  
 %deviations 
           runningavgrcv=mean(rcv); 
           runningavgre=mean(re); 
           avgrcv(row)=runningavgrcv; 
           avgre(row)=runningavgre;     
           runningavgstdrcv=std(rcv);     
           runningavgstdre=std(re); 
           avgstdre(row)=runningavgstdre; 
            
           %record coordinates for parameter 
            rhh((row))=testsummary{row,2}(2); 
            riteration((row))=testsummary{row,2}(3); 
            rcont_bias((row))=testsummary{row,2}(4); 
 
 
        elseif(testsummary{row,2}(1)==2)  
%repeat above for elliptical mask 
           runningavgstdecv=0; 
           runningavgstdee=0; 
           runningavgecv=0; 
           runningavgee=0; 
           ecv=[]; 
           ee=[]; 
            ecvcounter=ecvcounter+1; 
            eecounter=eecounter+1; 
           for imagemat=imnumlow:imnum 
                testsummary=allwounds{imagemat,9}; 
                dim=(size(allwounds{imagemat,3})); 
                shape=testsummary{imagemat,2}(1); 
                hh=testsummary{imagemat,2}(2); 
                tracea=allwounds{imagemat,3}; 
                tracec=allwounds{imagemat,5}; 
                traced=allwounds{imagemat,6}; 
                tracee=allwounds{imagemat,7}; 
                tracef=allwounds{imagemat,8}; 
                ecv=cat(2,ecv,input_dice(dim, shape, hh,…  
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tracea, tracec, traced,tracee,tracef)); 
                ee=cat(2,ee,input_dice(dim, shape, hh,… 
     tracea, tracec, traced,tracee,tracef)); 
           end 
            runningavgecv=mean(ecv); 
            runningavgee=mean(ee); 
            avgecv(row)=runningavgecv; 
            avgee(row)=runningavgee; 
            runningavgstdecv=std(ecv); 
            runningavgstdee=std(ee); 
            avgstdecv(row)=runningavgstdecv; 
            avgstdee(row)=runningavgstdee; 
            eradius((row))=testsummary{row,2}(2); 
            eiteration((row))=testsummary{row,2}(3); 
            econt_bias((row))=testsummary{row,2}(4); 
             
        end  
    end 


























%Voxel size cannot be 0, so make it really small if zero or %scale it above 
literature threshold of 0.7 to highlight best parameters 
for index=1:ecvsize(2) 
    if ecv2(index)==0 
       ecv2(index)=.00001; 
    end 
    if ee2(index)==0 
       ee2(index)=.00001; 
    end 
    ecv2(index)=100*(ecv2(index)/.7)*1; 





    if rcv2(index)==0 
       rcv2(index)=.00001; 
    end 
    if re2(index)==0 
       re2(index)=.00001; 
    end 
    rcv2(index)=100*(rcv2(index)/.7)*1; 
    re2(index)=100*(re2(index)/.7)*1; 
end 
  






























































%Size scale standard deviation voxels by 10 to make them visible 
for index=1:stdecvsize(2) 
    if stdecv2(index)==0 
       stdecv2(index)=0.00001; 
    end 
  
    if stdee2(index)==0 
       stdee2(index)=0.00001; 
    end 
    stdecv2(index)=100*(stdecv2(index))*10; 
    stdee2(index)=100*(stdee2(index))*10; 
end 
for index=1:stdrcvsize(2) 
    if stdrcv2(index)==0 
       stdrcv2(index)=0.00001; 
    end 
  
    if stdre2(index)==0 
       stdre2(index)=0.00001; 
    end 
    stdrcv2(index)=100*(stdrcv2(index))*10; 
































































































function [output]=input_dice(dim, shapenum, hwidth, tracea, tracec, 
traced,tracee,tracef) 
%function generates input mask at the point in parameter space, %compares it 




m = simplifymask(dim,shapes(shapenum),x0,y0,hwidth); 
  








%Plots dices coefficients 
clear 
clc 
%load preprocess file containing test summaries 
load Alltestsummary2.mat; 
%% 






%if user wants to display only parameters with DC above alpha 
alpha=0; 
  













     
    if isempty(testsummary{row,1})==0 %checks if value exists at  
%that  
        %location (parameter) 
  
        if (testsummary{row,2}(1)==1)% check of data at row is  
            %for rectanglular starting mask 
             
           %create variables for running averages  
           runningavgrcv=0; 
           runningavgre=0; 
           runningavgstdrcv=0; 
           runningavgstdre=0; 
            
           %increment indexes 
           rcvcounter=rcvcounter+1; 
           recounter=recounter+1; 
            
           %empty arrays for holding mean dices coefficients 
           rcv=[]; 
           re=[]; 
           for imagemat=imnumlow:imnum %collect and average DC  
%for images 1:71  
                testsummary=Alltestsummary2{1,imagemat}; %obtain  
%test summary 
                %collect DC values for CV and edge algorithms 
                rcv=cat(2,rcv,testsummary{row,3}(1:5)); 
                re=cat(2,re,testsummary{row,3}(6:10)); 
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           end 
           %compute and store running averages and standard  
%deviations 
           runningavgrcv=mean(rcv); 
           runningavgre=mean(re); 
           avgrcv(row)=runningavgrcv; 
           avgre(row)=runningavgre;     
           runningavgstdrcv=std(rcv);     
           runningavgstdre=std(re); 
           avgstdrcv(row)=runningavgstdrcv; 
           avgstdre(row)=runningavgstdre; 
            
           %record coordinates for parameter 
            rhh((row))=testsummary{row,2}(2)/maxsz; 
            riteration((row))=testsummary{row,2}(3); 
            rcont_bias((row))=testsummary{row,2}(4); 
        elseif (testsummary{row,2}(1)==2)%repeat for elliptical  
%mask 
           runningavgstdecv=0; 
           runningavgstdee=0; 
           runningavgecv=0; 
           runningavgee=0; 
           ecv=[]; 
           ee=[]; 
            ecvcounter=ecvcounter+1; 
            eecounter=eecounter+1; 
           for imagemat=imnumlow:imnum 
                testsummary=Alltestsummary2{1,imagemat}; 
                ecv=cat(2,ecv,testsummary{row,3}(1:5)); 
                ee=cat(2,ee,testsummary{row,3}(6:10)); 
           end 
            runningavgecv=mean(ecv); 
            runningavgee=mean(ee); 
            avgecv(row)=runningavgecv; 
            avgee(row)=runningavgee; 
            runningavgstdecv=std(ecv); 
            runningavgstdee=std(ee); 
            avgstdecv(row)=runningavgstdecv; 
            avgstdee(row)=runningavgstdee; 
            ehh((row))=testsummary{row,2}(2)/maxsz; 
            eiteration((row))=testsummary{row,2}(3); 
            econt_bias((row))=testsummary{row,2}(4); 
        end  
    end 
























%Voxel size cannot be 0, so make it really small if zero or %scale it above 
literature threshold of 0.7 to highlight best %parameters 
for index=1:ecvsize(2) 
    if ecv2(index)==0 
       ecv2(index)=.00001; 
    end 
    if ee2(index)==0 
       ee2(index)=.00001; 
    end 
    ecv2(index)=100*(ecv2(index)/.7)*1; 
    ee2(index)=100*(ee2(index)/.7)*1; 
end 
for index=1:rcvsize(2) 
    if rcv2(index)==0 
       rcv2(index)=.00001; 
    end 
    if re2(index)==0 
       re2(index)=.00001; 
    end 
    rcv2(index)=100*(rcv2(index)/.7)*1; 
    re2(index)=100*(re2(index)/.7)*1; 
end 
  






























































%Size scale standard deviation voxels by 10 to make them visible 
for index=1:stdecvsize(2) 
    if stdecv2(index)==0 
       stdecv2(index)=0.00001; 
    end 
    if stdee2(index)==0 
       stdee2(index)=0.00001; 
    end 
    stdecv2(index)=100*(stdecv2(index))*10; 
    stdee2(index)=100*(stdee2(index))*10; 
end 
for index=1:stdrcvsize(2) 
    if stdrcv2(index)==0 
       stdrcv2(index)=0.00001; 
    end 
    if stdre2(index)==0 
       stdre2(index)=0.00001; 
    end 
    stdrcv2(index)=100*(stdrcv2(index))*10; 

















































































































































%Plot marginal distributions above thresholds of 0.7,0.8 and try for 0.9 













































      ecvgroup{ind2}='0.7'; 
       if ecv3(ind2)>.8 
            ecvgroup{ind2}='0.8'; 
           if ecv3(ind2)>.9 
                ecvgroup{ind2}='0.9'; 
           end 
       end 




    if ee3(ind2)>.7 
        eegroup{ind2}='0.7'; 
       if ee3(ind2)>.8 
            eegroup{ind2}='0.8'; 
           if ee3(ind2)>.9 
                eegroup{ind2}='0.9'; 
           end 
       end 




    if rcv3(ind2)>.7 
        rcvgroup{ind2}='0.7'; 
       if rcv3(ind2)>.8 
            rcvgroup{ind2}='0.8'; 
           if rcv3(ind2)>.9 
                rcvgroup{ind2}='0.9'; 
           end 
       end 




    if re3(ind2)>.7 
        regroup{ind2}='0.7'; 
       if re3(ind2)>.8 
            regroup{ind2}='0.8'; 
           if re3(ind2)>.9 
                regroup{ind2}='0.9'; 
           end 
       end 





% Plot marginal histograms 
figure 
h=scatterhist(ehhecv,econt_biasecv,'Group',ecvgroup,'Marker','ox*') 
title('Marginal Distribution of Elliptical SM, CV') 
xlabel('Relative Height of SM') 
ylabel('Contraction Bias') 
hold on; 
clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),ehhecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),econt_biasecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),ehhecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),econt_biasecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 








title('Marginal Distribution of Elliptical SM, CV') 
xlabel('Relative Height of SM') 
ylabel('Iterations') 
hold on; 
clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),ehhecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),eiterationecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),ehhecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),eiterationecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 













clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),econt_biasecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),eiterationecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),econt_biasecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),eiterationecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 









title('Marginal Distribution of Elliptical SM, Edges') 
xlabel('Relative Height of SM') 
ylabel('Contraction Bias') 
hold on; 
clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),ehhee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),econt_biasee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),ehhee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),econt_biasee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 








title('Marginal Distribution of Elliptical SM, Edges') 
xlabel('Relative Height of SM') 
ylabel('Iterations') 
hold on; 




    boxplot(h(2),ehhee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),eiterationee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),ehhee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),eiterationee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 












clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),econt_biasee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),eiterationee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),econt_biasee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),eiterationee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 









title('Marginal Distribution of Rectangular SM, CV') 
xlabel('Relative Height of SM') 
ylabel('Contraction Bias') 
hold on; 
clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),rhhrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
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    boxplot(h(3),rcont_biasrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),rhhrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),rcont_biasrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 








title('Marginal Distribution of Rectangular SM, CV') 
xlabel('Relative Height of SM') 
ylabel('Iterations') 
hold on; 
clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),rhhrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),riterationrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),rhhrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),riterationrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 












clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),rcont_biasrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),riterationrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),rcont_biasrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
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    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),riterationrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 









title('Marginal Distribution of Rectangular SM, Edges') 
xlabel('Relative Height of SM') 
ylabel('Contraction Bias') 
hold on; 
clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),rhhre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),rcont_biasre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),rhhre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),rcont_biasre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 








title('Marginal Distribution of Rectangular SM, Edges') 
xlabel('Relative Height of SM') 
ylabel('Iterations') 
hold on; 
clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),rhhre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),riterationre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),rhhre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),riterationre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 





view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 












clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),rcont_biasre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),riterationre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),rcont_biasre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
    boxplot(h(3),riterationre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label', {'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 






%Relative Heights vs DC 
figure 
h=scatterhist(ehhecv,ecv3,'Group',ecvgroup,'Marker','ox*') 
title('Marginal Distribution of Elliptical SM, CV') 
xlabel('Relative Height of SM') 
ylabel('DC Value') 
hold on; 
clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),ehhecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr);    
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),ehhecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 










title('Marginal Distribution of Elliptical SM, Edges') 
xlabel('Relative Height of SM') 
ylabel('DC Value') 
hold on; 
clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),ehhee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),ehhee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 








title('Marginal Distribution of Rectangular SM, CV') 
xlabel('Relative Height of SM') 
ylabel('DC Value') 
hold on; 
clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),rhhrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),rhhrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 








title('Marginal Distribution of Rectangular SM, Edges') 
xlabel('Relative Height of SM') 
ylabel('DC Value') 
hold on; 
clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),rhhre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 




    boxplot(h(2),rhhre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 






%Cont bias vs DC 
figure 
h=scatterhist(econt_biasecv,ecv3,'Group',ecvgroup,'Marker','ox*') 




clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),econt_biasecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr);    
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),econt_biasecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 












clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),econt_biasee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),econt_biasee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 














clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),rcont_biasrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),rcont_biasrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 












clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),rcont_biasre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),rcont_biasre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 






%Iteration vs DC 
figure 
h=scatterhist(eiterationecv,ecv3,'Group',ecvgroup,'Marker','ox*') 




clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),eiterationecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 




    boxplot(h(2),eiterationecv,ecvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 












clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),eiterationee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),eiterationee,eegroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 












clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),riterationrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),riterationrcv,rcvgroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 














clr = get(h(1),'colororder'); 
try 
    boxplot(h(2),riterationre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'','',''},'color',clr); 
catch 
    boxplot(h(2),riterationre,regroup,'orientation','horizontal',... 
    'label',{'',''},'color',clr); 
end 
set(h(2:3),'XTickLabel',''); 
view(h(3),[270,90]);  % Rotate the Y plot 
















%load All test summaries 
load Alltestsummary2.mat; 
  




%preallocate array for 10 DC thresholds 
pvt=zeros(2,10); 
  
for thresholdin =0:9%for each threhold 
    threshold=thresholdin/10; 
    tests=71; %parse through 71 images 
    tracers=5; %each with 5 reference traces 
    elem=tests*tracers; %yields 355 datapoints 
    %define limits of images to parse through 
    start=1; 
    endnum=71; 
    days=[0 2 3 7 9 11 14 16 18 21 23 25 28]; 
    listdays=cell2mat(Alltestsummary2(3,:));%creates a list of  
%days of wound images 
    %% 
    tracercvemat=zeros(tests,tracers);%hold number of DC  
%>threshold for  CV 
    tracereemat=zeros(tests,tracers);%hold number of DC  
%>threshold for  edges 
    tracercvrmat=zeros(tests,tracers);%hold number of DC  
%>threshold for  CV 
    tracerermat=zeros(tests,tracers);%hold number of DC  
%>threshold for  edges 
    for row=1:sz(1)/2 %iterate through parameter 
         for imagemat=1:tests %iterate through images 
             for tracer=1:tracers %iterate through tracer 
                testsummary=Alltestsummary2{1,imagemat}; %load  
%the test summary tabulate number of parameters  
%for each image-tracer combination, above the  
%threshold 
tracercvrmat(imagemat, tracer)= double(… 
testsummary{2*(row)-1,3}(tracer)>threshold)+ … 
tracercvrmat(imagemat, tracer); 
tracercvemat(imagemat, tracer)=double(…  








             end 
         end 
    end 
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    %add data from matrices to view totals by each AC algorithm  
%or starting mask shape 
     
tracercvmat=cvemat+cvrmat; 
    traceredmat=eemat+ermat; 
    tracerrcmat=ermat+cvrmat; 
    tracerelmat=eemat+cvemat; 
     
    tracercvmat=reshape(tracercvmat,elem,1); 
    traceredmat=reshape(traceredmat,elem,1); 
    tracerrcmat=reshape(tracerrcmat,elem,1); 
    tracerelmat=reshape(tracerelmat,elem,1); 
     
    cvemat=reshape(cvemat,elem,1); 
    cvrmat=reshape(cvrmat,elem,1); 
    eemat=reshape(eemat,elem,1); 
    ermat=reshape(ermat,elem,1);     
     
    %reshape into 1 by 355 arrays for one sample t-test 
     
    percdiffalg=(tracercvmat-traceredmat)./2662*100; 
    percdiffmask=(tracerelmat-tracerrcmat)./2662*100; 
    percdiffcvmask=(cvemat-cvrmat)./1331*100; 
    percdiffemask=(eemat-ermat)./1331*100; 
    percdiffealg=(cvemat-eemat)./1331*100; 
    percdiffralg=(cvrmat-ermat)./1331*100; 
    percdiffsmcve=(cvemat-smcvemat)./1331*100; 
    percdiffsmcvr=(cvrmat-smcvrmat)./1331*100; 
    percdiffsmee=(eemat-smeemat)./1331*100; 
    percdiffsmer=(ermat-smermat)./1331*100; 
    %perform one tailed one sample t-test 
    [h,pcved,ci1,stats1]= ttest(percdiffalg,0,'Alpha',.005); 
    [h,pelrc,ci2,stats2]= ttest(percdiffmask,0,'Alpha',.005); 
    [h,pcvecvr,ci3,stats3]= ttest(percdiffcvmask,0,'Alpha',.005); 
    [h,peeer,ci4,stats4]= ttest(percdiffemask,0,'Alpha',.005); 
    [h,pcveee,ci5,stats5]= ttest(percdiffealg,0,'Alpha',.005); 
    [h,pcvrer,ci6,stats6]= ttest(percdiffralg,0,'Alpha',.005); 
%      
    %record p values at each threshold 
     cipvst(1,thresholdin+1)=threshold; 
    cipvst(2,thresholdin+1)=ci1(1); 
    cipvst(3,thresholdin+1)=ci2(1); 
    cipvst(4,thresholdin+1)=ci3(1); 
    cipvst(5,thresholdin+1)=ci4(1); 
    cipvst(6,thresholdin+1)=ci5(1); 
    cipvst(7,thresholdin+1)=ci6(1); 
    cipvst(8,thresholdin+1)=ci1(2); 
    cipvst(9,thresholdin+1)=ci2(2); 
    cipvst(10,thresholdin+1)=ci3(2); 
    cipvst(11,thresholdin+1)=ci4(2); 
    cipvst(12,thresholdin+1)=ci5(2); 
    cipvst(13,thresholdin+1)=ci6(2); 
    cipvst(14,thresholdin+1)=pcved; 
    cipvst(15,thresholdin+1)=pelrc; 
    cipvst(16,thresholdin+1)=pcvecvr; 
    cipvst(17,thresholdin+1)=peeer; 
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    cipvst(18,thresholdin+1)=pcveee; 
    cipvst(19,thresholdin+1)=pcvrer; 
    cipvst(20,thresholdin+1)=mean(percdiffalg); 
    cipvst(21,thresholdin+1)=mean(percdiffmask); 
    cipvst(22,thresholdin+1)=mean(percdiffcvmask); 
    cipvst(23,thresholdin+1)=mean(percdiffemask); 
    cipvst(24,thresholdin+1)=mean(percdiffealg); 
    cipvst(25,thresholdin+1)=mean(percdiffralg); 
    cipvst(26,thresholdin+1)=(ci1(2)-ci1(1))/2; 
    cipvst(27,thresholdin+1)=(ci2(2)-ci2(1))/2; 
    cipvst(28,thresholdin+1)=(ci3(2)-ci3(1))/2; 
    cipvst(29,thresholdin+1)=(ci4(2)-ci4(1))/2; 
    cipvst(30,thresholdin+1)=(ci5(2)-ci5(1))/2; 








xlabel('Threshold for Dices Coefficient') 
ylabel('Percent Difference in # of Parameters') 
%title('99.5% CI and p-value vs DC Threshold for H_0:CV-Edge') 
title('Percent Difference w/ 99.5% CI vs DC Threshold for H_0:CV-Edge=0') 
set(gca,'FontSize',20) 
hold on  
plot(cipvst(1,:)',nodiff,'r') 
axis tight 
% legend('CI:UB', 'CI:LB') 
set(gcf, 'Position', get(0, 'Screensize')); 
print('cvvse','-dpng','-r0') 
  




xlabel('Threshold for Dices Coefficient') 
ylabel('Percent Difference in # of Parameters') 
title('Percent Difference w/ 99.5% CI vs DC Threshold for H_0:ellip-rect=0') 
set(gca,'FontSize',20) 
hold on  
plot(cipvst(1,:)',nodiff,'r') 
axis tight 
set(gcf, 'Position', get(0, 'Screensize')); 
print('evsr','-dpng','-r0') 
  




xlabel('Threshold for Dices Coefficient') 
ylabel('Percent Difference in # of Parameters') 
title('Percent Difference w/ 99.5% CI vs DC Threshold for H_0:CV,ellip-
CV,rect=0') 
set(gca,'FontSize',20) 





set(gcf, 'Position', get(0, 'Screensize')); 
print('cvecvr','-dpng','-r0') 
  




xlabel('Threshold for Dices Coefficient') 
ylabel('Percent Difference in # of Parameters') 
title('Percent Difference w/ 99.5% CI vs DC Threshold for H_0:E,ellip-
E,rect=0') 
set(gca,'FontSize',20) 
hold on  
plot(cipvst(1,:)',nodiff,'r') 
axis tight 
set(gcf, 'Position', get(0, 'Screensize')); 
print('eeer','-dpng','-r0') 
  




xlabel('Threshold for Dices Coefficient') 
ylabel('Percent Difference in # of Parameters') 
title('Percent Difference w/ 99.5% CI vs DC Threshold for H_0:CV,ellip-
E,ellip=0') 
set(gca,'FontSize',20) 
hold on  
plot(cipvst(1,:)',nodiff,'r') 
axis tight 






xlabel('Threshold for Dices Coefficient') 
ylabel('Percent Difference in # of Parameters') 
title('Percent Difference w/ 99.5% CI vs DC Threshold for H_0:CV,rect-
E,rect=0') 
set(gca,'FontSize',20) 
hold on  
plot(cipvst(1,:)',nodiff,'r') 
axis tight 
set(gcf, 'Position', get(0, 'Screensize')); 
print('cvrer','-dpng','-r0') 
 
  
